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First principles electronic structure investigations of the nature of adsorption, relaxation of the atoms near the adsorption site, and the charging
of the Au2 particle on the relaxed-rumpled MgO(100) surface have been carried out within the density functional theory-cluster-embedding
approach. The investigations focus on an Au2 molecule, perpendicular to the surface, adsorbed at different locations. Three bonding sites
are studied: a five coordinated oxygen regular terrace site O5c, an Fs neutral color center (two electrons in an O vacancy), and an F+

s positive
charged color center (one electron in an O vacancy). The studies indicate that large relaxation of the neighboring atoms and large charge
transfer occurs for an Au2 over the color centers. An analysis of the one-electron energy levels of the Au dimer, the MgO surface and the
Au2MgO(100) complex for each absorption site allows us to rationalize the nature of the bonding, surface relaxation, calculated absorption
and dimerization energies and electron charge transfers.
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1. Introduction

In recent year there has been a sustained interest in supported
gold nano-particles as catalysts for a very broad range of re-
actions [1-4]. Most interest has been focused in CO oxidation
at ambient temperature; although, gold nano-particles sup-
ported on MgO can have some other applications, like to en-
hance the performance of protective layer alternating current
plasma display panels [4].

Experimental and theoretical studies over the past sev-
eral years have shown that the catalytic activity of small gold
clusters supported on metal oxides surfaces, first discovered
by Harutaet al. [5], depends on several factors; the size of
the clusters [6-10], poorly coordinated gold atoms [2,7], the
presence of defect centers in the underlying surface [6,12],
and the electronic charge induced in the clusters via the inter-
action with the surface [6,13]. From all these factors, the
low coordination of the gold atoms, and the properties of
the Au-oxide interface are found to have the greatest influ-
ence on activity. Although some studies indicate that catalyt-
ically active free gold particles must have a specific size (of
the order of few nanometers) [9-10], experimental studies on
surface-supported Au8 indicate that gold clusters on a defect-
rich MgO surface are more active than on a defect-poor sur-
face [6]. These results show that the supporting surface does
play an important role. Harutaet al. [12] experimentally in-
vestigated the effects of support upon CO oxidation for Au
catalysts irrespective of Au particle size, and concluded that
the nature of the contact between the Au particle and the sup-
porting surface is even more important than the particle size.
Among the possible surface absorption sites, defect centers
formed by oxygen vacancies in the surface of MgO in which

one or two electrons are trapped (F+
s and Fs centers respec-

tively) have attracted considerable attention. These sites fa-
cilitate cluster growth and promote catalytic activity by en-
hancing the charge transfer from the surface to the adsorbed
cluster [14-15].

Several ab initio studies have been reported aimed at pro-
viding a detailed, atomic-level description of the catalytic re-
action, and at quantifying the properties that contribute to
the enhanced catalytic activity of the gold clusters [16-27].
In particular, several authors have done density functional
theory (DFT) studies of the adsorption of Au2 over the
MgO(100) surface, and several isomers have been reported
at the different adsorption sites [16,19,21-23,25,27].

In the present work we have carried out detailed investi-
gation of one isomer that has been found to be common to all
adsorption sites studied, namely the Au2 dimer perpendicular
to the MgO(100) surface, in order to compare the character-
istics of the adsorption sites O5c, Fs and F+s . Consequently,
in this work we have studied the only Au2 isomer common to
these adsorption sites, specifically the dimer almost perpen-
dicular to the MgO(100) surface.

The studies cover three adsorption sites: Au2 over a five-
coordinated regular oxygen site O5c, and over surface de-
fects, namely Fs (two electrons in an oxygen vacancy), and
F+

s (one electron in an oxygen vacancy) color centers. Our in-
vestigations allows us to analyze the nature of bonding of the
Au2 dimer to the MgO(100) surface, to compare the contact-
structure geometries of the same gold cluster adsorbed on dif-
ferent surface sites, and to study absorption and dimerization
energies and the charge transfer from those surface sites to
the gold dimer.
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FIGURE 1. (A) Au2 over an oxygen atom of an embedded Mg30O30 cluster. The cluster is centered at an oxygen site of the MgO(100)
surface, and the embedding has 1740 point charges. (B) Mg30O29 cluster. The first- and second- nearest neighbors of the O vacancy are
emphasized with a small square, the third-, fourth- and fifth- with a large square. Definition of the geometrical parameters, Surface-Au
distance (zS−Au) and Au-Au distance (rAu−Au). The two sets of equivalent distances R1 and R2 are also shown. The Mg, O and Au atoms
are represented by gray, red and yellow circles respectively.

FIGURE 2. Lateral and top views of the optimized geometries of Au2over and O5c site (A), over an Fs color center (B), and over an F+
s color

center (C) at the MgO(100) surface. The surface-Au (zS−Au), and Au-Au distances (rAu−Au) in units ofÅ are given for each case.

2. Methods

2.1. Cluster model

We discuss the theoretical model briefly; further details can
be found in our previous work [27]. We have employed
a cluster-embedding technique in which the active cluster
Au2Mg30O30 (Au2Mg30O29) is treated within DFT calcula-
tions. An Evjen array [28] of 1740 point charges surrounds
the active cluster to provide a proper electrostatic environ-
ment and boundary conditions, and to represent an MgO(100)

surface with the Au2 on top (Fig. 1A). The MgO(100) surface
was initialized from the optimized rumpling and relaxation
calculated previously [29,30], and a combination of equiva-
lent and constrained optimization of selected surface atoms
was performed [27]. In order to simulate the adsorption of
the Au2 particle on a regular oxygen site of the MgO surface,
the all-electron Mg30O30 DFT cluster is initially centered on
an O atom. To model the adsorption of Au2 on Fs and F+s
color centers, we used Au2Mg30O29 clusters with a neutral
and single-charged oxygen vacancy at the center respectively.

Rev. Mex. Fis.58 (2012) 77–85
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TABLE I. The Surface-Au distance (zS−Au) and Au-Au distance (rAu−Au), BSSE corrected binding energies (Ea), dimerization energies (Edim

and Eb), and the NBO atomic charges for the absorption of Au2 at the O5c, Fs and F+s sites. Two cases are shown, NN-free in which the
surface atoms and Au2 are optimized; and NN-frozen in which only the Au2 was optimized. AuI and AuII are the gold atoms closer and
more distant from the surface respectively. Results of previous studies are given for comparison.

Au2 at zS−Au(Å) rAu−Au (Å) Ea(eV)a Edim (eV) Eb (eV) Q(AuI) Q(AuII)

O5c

NN free 2.14 2.49 1.05 (1.88) 3.12 1.99 -0.01 -0.17

NN frozen 2.17 2.49 1.11 (1.75) 3.09 2.06 -0.03 -0.14

RPBE15 0.99

PW9117 2.31 2.53 1.23

PW9118 2.18 2.53 1.49 2.91 1.99

PBE21 2.19 2.56 1.27 (1.61)

Fs

NN free 1.49 2.57 2.85 (4.05) 3.14 2.01 -0.66 -0.55

NN frozen 1.64 2.55 2.79 (3.65) 2.83 1.80 -0.62 -0.49

PW9117 1.60 2.59 3.72

BP8619,b 1.62 2.63 4.06

PBE21 1.69 2.62 3.38 (3.86)

PW9122 3.57

F+
s

NN free 1.52 2.59 1.93 (2.92) 1.29 0.16 -0.63 -0.02

NN frozen 1.67 2.58 2.05 (2.81) 1.39 0.36 -0.61 0.06

BP8619 1.62 2.60 2.40 -0.04

We investigated two cases. First, the Au2 dimer is fully op-
timized while the MgO surface is kept frozen denoted NN-
frozen from here on. Second, the Au2 and the first- and
second- nearest neighbors of the Au2-adsorption site on the
MgO surface are fully optimized, while the third-, fourth-,
and fifth- nearest neighbors are optimized only along the di-
rection perpendicular to the surface, denoted NN-free from
here on. For the third-, fourth-, and fifth- nearest neighbors
we optimized two equivalent internal coordinates represent-
ing the bond length between an oxygen (magnesium) in the
first cluster layer, and a magnesium (oxygen) on the surface,
as shown in Fig. 1B.

2.2. Quantum chemical methods

All calculations were performed within the DFT formalism,
and employed the Perdew, Burke, and Enzerhof general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) [31]. The electronic or-
bitals and eigenstates were determined by using a linear com-
bination of Gaussian atomic type orbital molecular orbital
approach. The numerical calculations were carried out
using the deMon2k software [32]. It uses variational fitting
of the Coulomb potential to avoid the calculation of
four-center electron repulsion integrals [33]. The exchange-
correlation potential was calculated via numerical integra-
tion from the auxiliary function density [34]. All electrons

of the MgO cluster were treated explicitly using the double-
valence plus polarization (DZVP) basis sets (6321/411/1*)
for magnesium and (621/41/1*) for oxygen [35]. For the
gold atoms the relativistic effective core potential with 19
valence electrons proposed by Schwerdtfegeret al., [36] in
combination with the correlation consistent aug-cc-pVTZ-pp
valence basis set [37] was used. The GEN-A2 auxiliary func-
tion set for Mg and O atoms, and the GEN-A2* set for the
Au atoms were employed. For the geometry optimization, a
quasi-Newton method in internal redundant coordinates was
used [30,38]. This methodology has been used for the op-
timization of the rumpling and relaxation of the MgO(100)
surface [29,30], and also has been shown to qualitatively re-
produce the properties of the Au atom and dimer [27]. Ad-
ditionally, we calculated the formation energy of the Fs site,
as the energy required to remove an O atom in its triplet state
from the MgO surface. Our calculated value of 9.01 eV is
in excellent agreement with previous calculations employing
both the embedded cluster method (9.07 eV, [39]) and plane
wave basis sets (values of 9.02 eV [40] and 9.06 eV. [25])
The molecular geometries and orbitals were plotted with the
Schakal [41] and Molden [42] software respectively. Natu-
ral bond orbital (NBO) charges [43] were determined at the
optimized geometries to analyze the charge transfer from the
MgO surface to the Au atoms.

Rev. Mex. Fis.58 (2012) 77–85
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Geometries of Au2 and adsorption neighborhood

3.1.1. Au2 on O5c

Lateral and top views of the optimized geometry for the NN-
free case for Au2 adsorbed over an O5c, Fs and F+s sites on
the MgO(100) surface are shown in Fig. 2. In the case of
Au2 adsorbed over an O ion (Fig. 2A) we found a small
distortion of the surface at the adsorption site. The Mg ions
(in gray) move away from the central O, while the O ions
(second-nearest neighbors) do not move. The Mg ions are
displaced from the bulk equilibrium position around 3.6%
along the X and Y directions, and 1.8% in Z direction of
the nearest neighbor bulk distance (X and Y directions are
in the plane of the surface and Z direction begin perpendicu-
lar to the surface). The optimized R1 and R2 equivalent bond
lengths that describe the position of the third-, fourth-, and
fifth- nearest neighbors are 2.120Å and 2.113Å, close to the
optimized value for the cluster model without the Au2 unit,
2.121Å and 2.106Å respectively. This comparison shows
that there is not a significant relaxation of the surface farther
than the second neighbors of the absorption site. The Au2

dimer was found almost perpendicular, to the surface; it was
found deviated from the normal to the surface by 5.8◦. The
optimized surface-Au distance (zS−Au) and the Au-Au dis-
tance (rAu−Au) are 2.14Å and 2.49Å respectively (Fig. 2A).
All these results are collected in Table I. The Au-Au distance
is very close to the experimental value of 2.47Å [44] for the
Au2 dimer showing that the MgO surface is not affecting the
Au-Au bond. Table I also shows the results of the calcula
tions with the surface frozen (NN-frozen). As expected from
the small relaxation of the surface in the case of NN-free,
zS−Au and rAu−Au were almost the same in both cases. For
For comparison, we have also included the results of previous
studies in Table I. As concluded in our previous work [27],
2.16Å and 2.51Å can be set as the upper limits for the zS−Au

and rAu−Au distances respectively.
We also considered the case in which the Au2 was opti-

mized starting from an adsorption over an Mg site. In this
case, the Au2moved away from the Mg site toward an adja-
cent O atom, and the final geometry was very similar to the
geometry of the Au2 particle adsorbed over an O ion. We then
performed an additional optimization in which movement of
the Au2 unit was allowed only in the direction perpendicular
to the surface, and found a local minimum 1.21 eV higher
in energy with respect to the case in which Au2moved to an
adjacent O site.

3.1.2. Au2 on Fs (Vacancy with two electrons)

For Au2 adsorbed over a neutral color Fs center, a substan-
tial distortion of the surface near the Fsadsorption site is ob-
served in the top view of the optimized geometry (Fig. 2B).
Both the Mg ions (the Fs nearest neighbors) and the O ions
(second-nearest neighbors) move away from the Fs site. The

Mg ions are displaced from the bulk equilibrium position by
around 6.4% in the X and Y directions and 0.1% in Z di-
rection with respect to the nearest neighbor bulk distance of
2.105Å, and the O ions are displaced from the bulk equilib-
rium position around 2.3% along the diagonal of the square
formed by first- and second- nearest neighbors. The opti-
mized R1 and R2 equivalent bond lengths are 2.120Å and
2.111Å respectively, again close to the optimized values for
the cluster model without the Au2 unit, 2.123Å and 2.105Å,
just as in the case of the O5c site. The optimized zS−Au and
rAu−Au distances are 1.49̊A, and 2.57Å respectively (Fig. 2B
and Table I). The considerable reduction of zS−Au with re-
spect to the absorption on the O5c site, the stretching of the
rAu−Au distance, and the distortion of the MgO surface near
the Fs site all attest to the stronger interaction of the Au2 with
the surface at this absorption site.

The zS−Au value of 1.64Å obtained in the calculation
with the surface frozen was found to be considerably larger
(15 pm) than the value obtained with NN-free. Previous stud-
ies have reported values ranging from 1.60 to 1.69Å (Ta-
ble I). We believe that this discrepancy can be attributed to
the sensitivity of the optimized zS−Au distance with respect
to the different models used to describe the absorption site.
On the other hand, the rAu−Audistance was more consistent
with previous studies; here we can specify an upper limit of
2.59Å for its value.

3.1.3. Au2 on F+
s (Vacancy with one electron)

For Au2 adsorbed over an F+s color center (Fig. 2C) the Mg
ions (first-nearest neighbors) move away from the F+

s site by
8.3%, and the O ions (second-nearest neighbors) almost do
not move, only 0.47% toward the color center, and 0.1% in
the Z direction, with respect to the nearest neighbor bulk dis-
tance. The optimized R1 and R2 equivalent bond lengths are
2.121Å and 2.110Å respectively, again very close to the op-
timized values for the cluster model without the Au2 unit of
2.122Å and 2.109Å. The zS−Au and rAu−Au optimized val-
ues are 1.52̊A and 2.59Å respectively, see Fig. 2C and Table
I. As in the case of the Fs site, we again found that the calcu-
lation with NN-frozen predicted a considerably larger zS−Au

of 1.67Å. The value of rAu−Au however, was not affected for
the relaxation of the surface. A previous study23 reported a
zS−Au value 1.62Å intermediate between our NN-free and
NN-frozen calculations.

3.2. Nature of the bonding, absorption energies, dimer-
ization energies and charge transfer

To study the effect of the relaxation of the MgO surface on
the absorption of the Au2 dimer, we calculated the absorp-
tion and dimerization energies of Au2 for both the NN-free
and NN-frozen cases using the following equations:

Ea = E(Au2) + E(MgO site)-E(Au2MgO site),

Edim = E (Au) + E(Au1/MgO site) - E(Au2/MgO site),

Rev. Mex. Fis.58 (2012) 77–85
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Eb = E(Au1/MgO site) + E(Au1/MgO O5c)

− E(Au2/MgO site)-E(MgO O5c).

Here E(Au2), E(MgO site), E(AunMgO site), and E(Au)
are the total energies for the optimized geometries of the re-
spective clusters and of the Au atom. Ea is the absorption en-
ergy as corrected for the basis set superposition error (BSSE)
using the counterpoise method [45]. We note that BSSE has
been shown to be significant for the AunMgO systems with
total energy differences of the order of 0.5 to 1 eV [25,27].
Edim is the dimerization energy of a gas phase Au atom to an-
other Au atom already bound to a given site (O5c, Fs or F+

s ),
and Eb is the binding energy of a Au atom bound to an O5c

site to another Au atom located on a given site (O5c, Fs or
F+

s ). According to the convention adopted in the equations

above, Ea, Edim and Eb are positive for a bound structure and
larger values of Edim and Eb imply enhanced structural stabil-
ity of the Au2 dimer.

3.2.1. Au2 on O5c

The calculated absorption energies for the NN-free and NN-
frozen cases are very close, 1.05 and 1.11 eV respectively.
These results are in agreement with previous studies that have
reported values in the range of 0.99 to 1.27 eV [19,21,25].
Our calculated Edim and Eb are respectively three and two
times larger than Ea, thus showing that an adsorbed Au2 will
be stable toward dissociation (Table I). Further, the O5c site
will be expected to promote particle growth, particularly from
an already absorbed Au atom and a gas phase Au atom, as the

FIGURE 3. One electron energy levels and iso-surfaces (isovalue = 0.001 a.u.) of selected molecular orbitals of the Mg30O30, Au2Mg30O30

and Au2 clusters for NN-free. For Au2Mg30O30 we have marked the energy levels with a significant contribution of the Au atoms with
an arrow. The superscripts indicate spin multiplicity. The continuous lines represent occupied levels, the dotted lines correspond to single
unfilled states, the degeneracy is marked next to selected levels, and both the majority (up) and minority (down) spin states are shown.

Rev. Mex. Fis.58 (2012) 77–85
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value of Edim (3.12 eV) is larger than the experimental bind-
ing energy of two gas phase Au atoms (2.30 eV) [40].

To investigate the nature of the bonding of the Au2at the
O5c site further, we plotted the one-electron energy levels and
molecular orbital iso-surfaces for the optimized Mg30O30,
Au2Mg30O30, and Au2 clusters for the NN-free case. These
plots are shown in Fig. 3. The electronic configuration of
Au is [Xe] 4f14 5d10 6s1, and an Au2 molecule can accom-
modate 22 electrons (11 from each Au atom) in the eleven
doubly occupied topmost energy levels. The lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) of Au2 is found to be 2 eV
above the occupied states. After the binding of Au2 with the
Mg30O30 cluster, the five doubly occupied topmost energy
levels of Au2Mg30O30 accommodate 10 electrons from Au2,
and the remaining Au electrons form bonding states with the
Mg30O30 cluster states that are located at lower energy, while
the LUMO of Au2 is pushed to higher energy. The energy

levels with contributions from the Au atoms in Au2Mg30O30

are marked with arrows in Fig. 3.
The catalytic properties of deposited gold clusters have

been shown to depend substantially on the charge transfer
from the surface to the cluster [6,13], and experimental stud-
ies by Sterreret al. [46] have concluded that Au particles
in color centers are negatively charged, while Au particles in
regular terrace sites are neutral. Simic-Milosevicet al. [47]
recently reported a combined experimental-theoretical study
in which they found that Au2 dimers on thin MgO(001) films
grown on Ag(001) are neutral when absorbed in an upright
position, and negatively charged when the dimer absorbs par-
allel to the surface. In the later case, the charge coming from
the Ag(001) support populates the LUMO of Au2. This re-
sult as well as the energy levels of Fig. 3 discussed above,
can then explain why for the absorption of Au2 on the Fs and
F+

s sites of the MgO(001) surface, in which a charge transfer

FIGURE 4. One-electron energy levels, and iso-surfaces of selected molecular orbitals of the Mg30O29, Au2Mg30O29and Au2 clusters for
NN-free. See caption of Fig. 3 for more details.

Rev. Mex. Fis.58 (2012) 77–85
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exists, isomers with the Au2 dimer tilted towards an Mg and
an O atom have been predicted to be lower in energy than the
vertical isomer [26,27].

In the present study we calculated NBO charges on the
optimized geometries (Table I). Inspection of Table I shows
that in both the NN-free and NN-frozen calculations, a small
negative charge (∼ 0.18 electrons) are located in the Au2

dimer.

3.2.2. Au2 on Fs (Vacancy with two electrons)

We found, as in the case of the O5c site, similar values of Ea
for both the NN-free and NN-frozen calculations (Table I).
The Ea values are almost three times larger compared with
those at the O5c site. Although the NN-frozen calculations
predicted a surface-Au distance 15 pm larger than the NN-
free case, Ea values show only a small decrease from 2.85 eV
for NN-free to 2.79 eV in the case of NN-frozen. The calcu-
lated Edim and Eb however, presented differences of more that

0.20 eV, with the values calculated for NN-frozen being the
smaller ones. Notably, previous reports have reported Ea val-
ues ranging from 3.38 to 4.06 eV [21,23,25-26] showing that
Ea is sensitive to the model used to describe the absorption
site.

To investigate the nature of the bonding of the Au2at
the Fs site, we plotted the one electron energy levels and
molecular orbital iso-surfaces for the optimized Mg30O29,
Au2Mg30O29 and Au2 clusters. These are shown in Fig. 4.
Analysis of the energy levels of Mg30O29 shows that the two
trapped electrons in the Fs site are located in the highest occu-
pied molecular orbital (HOMO), and are considerably higher
in energy compared to the rest of the energy levels. Interest-
ingly, the LUMO of the Au2 dimer is located at a similar en-
ergy (around -4 eV). The bonding interaction between these
levels leads to strong binding, as attested by the high absorp-
tion energy and by the energy levels in Fig. 4. While the
energy levels of the Au2Mg30O29 cluster have a structure

FIGURE 5. One-electron energy levels, and iso-surfaces of selected molecular orbitals of the Mg30O+
29, Au2Mg30O+

29 and Au2 clusters. See
caption of Fig. 3 for more details.

Rev. Mex. Fis.58 (2012) 77–85
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similar to those of Au2Mg30O30 (Fig. 3), in this case there
is one more energy level, resulting in six doubly occupied
topmost energy levels with predominant contributions form
the Au atoms. An analysis of the charge transferred from the
MgO surface to the Au2dimer shows that there are respec-
tively 1.21 and 1.11 electrons in Au2for the case of the NN-
free and NN-frozen calculations. In summary, the large val-
ues of Ea, Eb and Edim indicate that the Au2 dimer is strongly
bonded and that the dimer can be formed either from two al-
ready absorbed Au atoms, or one absorbed and one gas phase
Au atom.

3.2.3. Au2 on F+
s (Vacancy with one electron)

The calculated absorption energies for the case of the F+
s site

are of the order of 2 eV and are similar for both the NN-free
and NN-frozen cases. As in case of the Fs site, Edim and
Eb presented differences of 0.1 to 0.2 eV between both types
of calculations (Table I). The small values of Edim, 1.29 eV,
and especially of Eb, 0.16 eV, imply that at this site once the
dimer is absorbed it can dissociate easily, and thus F+

s is not
a good nucleation site. Considering that the F+

s site has only
one trapped electron, and that the Au atom is known to have
a large electron affinity, a strong interaction of one Au atom
at the F+s site has been predicted. In fact, at this site, the Au
atom presents the highest absorption energy of 3.39 eV, com-
pared with only 0.60 and 2.53 eV for the O5c and Fs sites
respectively [23]. These factors explain the small values for
the dimerization energies Edim and Eb.

As for the other absorption sites, we investigated the one-
electron energy levels and molecular orbital iso-surfaces for
the optimized Mg30O+

29, Au2Mg30O+
29, and Au2 clusters, and

are shown in Fig. 5. For the F+s site, the absorption energy of
Au2 is almost two times larger compared with that at the O5c

site (Table I). An analysis of the energy levels of Mg30O+
29

shows that the trapped electron in the F+
s site interacts with

the LUMO of the Au2 dimer leading to a bonding interaction,
and to an adsorption energy with a value intermediate be-
tween the ones for the O5c and Fs sites. In the Au2Mg30O+

29

cluster, the bonding energy levels of the Au2 dimer are lo-
cated lower in energy than the energy levels of Mg30O+

29,
which are almost unaltered. An analysis of charge transfer
from the MgO surface to the Au2dimer shows that there are
0.67 and 0.65 electrons in Au2for the case of NN-free and
NN-frozen calculations. These values are half the ones found
for the Fs site, and thus support our previous discussion.

4. Conclusions

We have analyzed the electronic and structural properties of
the Au2 dimer absorbed in a perpendicular configuration to

the MgO(001) surface on a regular O5c site and on the de-
fect Fs and F+s sites. We studied the two cases, in which the
MgO(001) surface was relaxed and when it was frozen. For
the O5c site we found a small relaxation of the MgO surface
upon Au2 absorption, and thus the calculations for which the
surface was kept frozen presented similar geometrical param-
eters, absorption and dimerization energies as those in which
the surface was optimized.

For the Fs site a distortion of the surface in the neigh-
borhood of the absorption site was observed. In this case the
bonding of the Au2 dimer to the surface can be explained
from the bonding interaction between the doubly occupied
HOMO of the Mg30O30 cluster that contains two trapped
electrons in the Fs site, and the LUMO of Au2. This bond-
ing mechanism also explains the large calculated value of the
charge transfer from the MgO surface to Au2 and the high-
est absorption energy among the studied surface sites. The
calculations with the MgO surface frozen predicted a consid-
erably larger surface-Au distance (15 pm), as well as smaller
dimerization energies (∼ 0.2 eV) compared with the calcula-
tions where the MgO surface was allowed to relax.

For the F+s site, a distortion of the surface in the neigh-
borhood of the absorption site was observed. In this case
the bonding mechanism is explained from the interaction be-
tween the single occupied HOMO of the Mg30O+

29 cluster
and the LUMO of Au2. This mechanism also explains why
the charge transfer calculated from the MgO surface to Au2

is only half the one calculated for the Fs site, and that the
calculated absorption energy is intermediate between the O5c

and Fs sites. The calculations with the MgO surface frozen
predicted a considerably larger surface-Au distance as in the
case of the Fs site, and the dimerization energies differed by
∼ 0.15 eV compared with the calculations were the MgO sur-
face was allowed to relax.
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